Volunteer Cashier

Work Location
Habitat ReStore EAST
E 3000 College Ave.
Appleton, Wi 54915

Habitat ReStore WEST
5402 Integrity Way
Appleton, Wi 54915

Volunteer Impact
Cashiers are the first people to welcome our customers to the ReStore and the last person to thank them for their support. By providing friendly, fast, and accurate service, cashiers set the tone for a positive store experience.

- Advocate and share with Customers what we do in the Community
- Greet and interact with customers in a friendly and helpful manner
- be a steward of theft prevention through customer interaction/observation and basic understanding of our pricing structure
- Promote and maintain a safe, clean work environment
- Promote a culture of elevated service
- Able to stand for extended periods of time
- Excellent customer service and communication skills
- Be able to work independently
- Cash handling or retail experience a plus
- Must be at least 18 years of age

Qualifications
- New cashiers train with the Store Manager or with an experienced cashier before working independently. Completion of on-line safety course is required before volunteer placement.

Training
- ReStore Managers for tasks, scheduling with the ReStore Volunteer Coordinator

Reports to
- Learn about building materials
- Create lasting and meaningful relationships
- Learn how to operate a Point of Sale system
- Support a nonprofit enterprise that supports safe, decent and affordable family housing in our community